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Abstract: In present  article  authors analyze current situation in the field of attorney participation in the
criminal prosecution process in Russian Federation. Authors research current legal base and discuss related
practical and theoretical questions. Authors explain reasons for having a set practice of having a lawyer in
criminal prosecution and rights of Russian Federation citizens to get a free lawyer if one cannot pay for the
lawyer of his  (her) own.  One  of vary important rights of Russian Federation citizens is the right for the defense
by a professional lawyer. This right is guaranteed by the article 48 of the Constitution of Russian Federation.
In terms of organizational means this right should not only be guaranteed, but also all reasonable affords
should be made to make sure that this right may be exercised in full. In the conclusion of this article authors
present personal opinions on how current legal base may be changed to better feet modern situation in Russian
Federation.
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INTRODUCTION assistance. In the cases envisaged by law, legal

In modern globalized world "constitution is a set of detained, taken into custody or accused of committing a
fundamental principles or established precedents crime shall have the right to use the assistance of a lawyer
according to which a state or other organization is (counsel for the defence) from the moment of being
governed" [1]. detained, placed in custody or accused". Meanwhile this

Russian Federation like most modern civilized right is guaranteed some organizational and legal
countries also has constitution which was adopted in the questions arise and this requires special attention.
year 1993 by national referendum on December 12, 1993
and came into force at the moment of its official MATERIALS AND METHODS
publication on December 25, 1993.

Constitution contains basic principles and In the present article authors present summery of
fundamental norms. The right of Russian Federation conducted research, where the research problem was
citizens to get a free lawyer if one cannot pay for the formulated, a good empirical base accumulate, an
lawyer of his (her) own during criminal prosecutions and opportunity to focus on the research process and to draw
some other life situations is one of vary important rights conclusions that would reflect the real situation in the
of persons in Russian Federation. Article 48 of the best possible way using: introduction-hypothesis,
Constitution of Russian Federation states that "1. deduction-predictions, observation-nest of predictions,
Everyone shall be guaranteed the right to qualified legal etc. was given.

assistance shall be provided free of charge. 2. Any person
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION except for lawyers, that specialize in criminal law. To work

In Russian Federation organizational and legal one mast be an "advocate". In Russian Federation
questions of procedural meter in regard to criminal advocate’s activity  is regulated by the Federal law of
prosecution are governed by the Criminal Procedure Code May 31, 2002 No. 63-FZ "About advocacy activity and
of Russian Federation. Article 16 of this code states that advocacy in Russian Federation". This law defines an
"1. For the suspect and for the accused shall be "advocate" as "a person who got an advocate status and
guaranteed the right to defense, which they may exercise the right to  practice  law  as established by current
themselves or with the assistance of a counsel for the Federal law. Advocate is an independent professional
defense and/or of their legal representative. 2. The court, legal adviser. Advocate is not allowed to enter into the
the prosecutor, the investigator and the inquirer shall labor relations, except for scientific, teaching and other
explain to the suspect and to the accused their rights and creative jobs, prohibited to hold state positions of
shall guarantee to them the possibility to defend Russian Federation, state positions of subjects of Russian
themselves while resorting to all ways and means, not Federation, public service and municipal positions". In its
prohibited by the present Code. 3. In the cases stipulated nature advocacy is urged to promote successful
by the present Code, obligatory participation of a counsel implementation of justice.
for the defense and/or of the legal representative of the According to law, rendering legal assistance,
suspect and of the accused shall be provided for by the advocate gives consultations and references on legal
officials, conducting the proceedings on the criminal case. questions, make statements, complaints, petitions and
4. In cases stipulated by the present Code and by other other  documents  of  legal character, represent interests
federal laws, the suspect and the accused may make use of client in courts and other governmental authorities,
of the advice of a counsel for the defense free of charge". local governments, public associations and other
In cases, outlined above federal government pays for the organizations [5].
work of advocate from the federal budget of Russian Contrary to popular belief that lawyers in criminal
Federation. proceedings can only defend a suspect, in Russian

Obviously only a lawyer may be allowed to advices Federation lawyers can actually not only helps court in
and conduct defense, where questions of criminal finding true facts of the case and facts that may soften
sentence exist. In Russian Federation there is no clear responsibility of suspect, but also assist prosecutor in
distinct of who is actually a lawyer. Let’s take a look into finding and proving facts of  suspect’s  guilt if one
the definition of the word "lawyer". The American (lawyer)  represent  harmed  or other interested  side.
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines Often advocates play a key role in correct application of
"lawyer" as "one whose profession is to give legal advice law as well. Many advocates have a brought practical
and assistance to  clients  and represent them in court or experience of more than 10 year service.
in other legal matters" [2]. Random House Dictionary One of the most problematic areas of criminal
defines "lawyer" as "a person whose profession is to advocacy is the area of free lawyer appointment and
represent clients in a court of law or to advise or act for participation  in  criminal  prosecution. There is a very
clients in other legal matters" [3]. Cambridge Advanced high risk of free lawyer to conspire with law-enforcement
Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus defines "lawyer" as officials and governmental prosecutors as persons
"someone whose job is to give advice to people about the engaged it payment  of  their  salaries. In this case,
law and speak for them in court" [4]. As it is clear from the chances  are  very  big  that   appointed  free  lawyer
above meanings a lawyer is any person that acts in the would not actually protect the client, but instead would
interests of clients in legal matters. However, in Russia, agree and assist investigator and act in the interests of
due to historical reasons it is not fully true. Education in law-enforcement officers and prosecutors, rather than
law is literally one of the most common educations in clients.
Russia. All  of  these educated graduates are "lawyers" In exchange to lawyer’s loyal "work" investigators
due to their education. Meanwhile most persons working are more willing to have such layers appointed as free
as lawyers have an LL.B. or equivalent, many don’t, yet lawyers. However, this bad work is being properly paid
are called "lawyer". In Russian Federation there is no from the federal budget of Russian Federation. In modern
mandatory obligation of being a member of the bar Russian press this phenomena is called "the problem of
association, or have any kind of license to practice lay, pocket lawyers".

as a lawyer in criminal prosecutions in Russian Federation
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To better explain how  big  this problem is, let’s take defending their rights. Careless attitude of free lawyer to
a look into one example. In 2013 nearly a million rubles in duties and lack of interest in cases often reflected in unfair
current prices for one year of work as a free lawyer got an decisions.
advocate in the City of Pyatigorsk of the Stavropol Krai of The  problem  is  complicated  by  the  lack of
Russian Federation [6]. Analysis of his activity showed effective mechanism to monitor quality of services
that in some months he had an average of 3-4 criminal rendered  by  free  lawyers   to   client,   inability to
cases per day and some days had enough time to "work" punish for week defense,  small  fees  paid from the
on 10-13 cases that were led by different investigators, budget. Due  to  various  reasons,  law community is
law-enforcement officers and/or judges. Bar Association unable  to  independently  exercise  full control in this
of the Stavropol Krai randomly selected and studied 30 area.
criminal  cases  in  which above advocate participated as Another serious  problem arose with criminalization
an appointed free lawyer. It turned out that this lawyer, of legal society [8]. In past 10-20 years a great number of
according to documents, at the same time have been in lawyers came to practice that specialize on "solving"
several places in distant locations and participated in problems of client by bribing officials. Often these lawyers
interrogations and other investigative actions, read and are   former  law-enforcement  officers of  court  stuff.
prepared case materials, talked to experts, visited clients They use their corrupt ties at the previous place of
in detention and visited court hearings. Qualification service, with clear idea of whom and what they "should be
Commission of the Bar Association of the Stavropol Krai given" destroying cases. Often this is being done even at
decided that this advocate was engaged in unethical the pre-trial stage so case would never come to court.
practice and ruled the decision of the advocate status Such lawyers are structurally involved in an extensive
termination. network  of  corruption  in the judicial  authorities  and

Another similar case was reported to the Qualification law-enforcement organization, obviously jeopardizing the
Commission of the Bar Association [7]. According to the idea and concept of justice.
claim filer, she and her husband were officially called to
the law-enforcement officer and investigator due to the CONCLUSION
reason that they are being suspected of committing
criminal offence. Woman and her husband gave all It is obvious that there are a lot of problems in this
required explanations and signing all protocols. At the area and most of these problems require government
moment they signed all documents a free lawyer, "that intervention and improvement of legislation.  Concept of
was called by investigator" came. This lawyer, fair justice requires that all laws are applied equally to
notwithstanding all parties present, asked investigator everyone [9]. Citizens of Russian Federation, who have
what  date  she  should  wright   she  was  appointed  on. not received protection of their broken rights in the state
In response an investigator said the date a month ago. authorities address their issues to the international
This free lawyer, emidiatly, not even reading documents organizations [10]. This negatively effects on image of
prepared by investigator and law-enforcement officers Russian Federation.
signed  them  and  asked  investigator to wright in the To give a start  to  positive changes advocates
letter to  court  that  her  client choose a "special order". should be given more freedoms to have more
In response to the "client" question what "special order" opportunities in protecting rights and freedoms. It is
means above free lawyer answered that she would explain obvious  that   advocate’s   status    should  be  changed
it afterwards. As per article 314 of the Criminal Procedure in   such   way,   that   would  permit  advocate  openly
Code of Russian Federation "special order" refers to visit defendant and oblige governmental, municipal,
acknowledgement  of   guilt  by suspect and is the base private and public organizations as well as persons
for  judge  to  rule  decision without a full court hearing. provide  advocate  true  and  full information  free of
So obviously in this case a free lawyer not just did not charge and in reasonable time frame.  It is  understandable
help her client, but made everything she could to put a that  without   penalty  many would  not  follow
client behind bars. declarative laws, so there is a need to have a norm of law

Citizens, in their numerous complaints to the bar that  would   allow  administrative  prosecution of
associations of subjects of Russian Federation repeatedly persons that do not provide correct and full information
pointed out that free lawyers are often not interested in on time.
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Procedure of free lawyer appointment should be 4. Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &
changed as well. As we understand if a person would not Thesaurus, Cambridge University Press, 2013.
have a chance to choose a free lawyer on his own, there Electronic Resource.
are not too much chances that such free lowers would be 5. Comments on the Constitution of the Russian
actually independent from law-enforcement officials, Federation, Eksmo, 2009, pp: 449.
investigator, prosecutor. So it appears to be critically 6. Rudenko, O., 2013. Lawyer from the pocket //
important to give a chance to decide which lawyer to Rossiyskaya Gazeta, No 6165 (189), pp: 23.
choose to the suspect himself. 7. Potashnik, I.M., 2013. Prospects of Russian

It is also very important to understand that while Federation Legislation in the Field of Lawyers
there is such a small fee for the free lawyer services there Activity Development // Pravozashitnik, 1: 25.
are not a lot of lawyers who actually are willing to work on 8. Galushkin, A.A., 2013. Institute of Citizenship in
such cases. Therefore it is important to find opportunities Russian Federation After the Constitution of Russian
to finance work of free lawyers in larger amounts. Federation Adoption in the year 1993. Monograph.,
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